Examining the Relationship Between Diabetic Macular Edema, and Obstructive Sleep Apnea
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Purpose: This prospective cohort study examined the relationship between diabetic macular edema (DME), diabetic retinopathy (DR) and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in patients after 1 year of treatment with anti-VEGF injection and/or continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP).

Patients and Methods: The study included adults with type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus with diabetic retinopathy. Polysomnography metrics were measured at baseline. Ophthalmologic metrics were measured at baseline, six-month (6m) and twelve-month (12m) follow-up. All DME+ patients received standard care, and all OSA+ patients were advised continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). Logistic regression between DR severity and OSA severity was performed. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed between subgroups.

Results: Seventy-four eyes of 49 patients with DR were included. Prevalence of OSA was significantly higher in the DME+ group (70.7%) than DME- group (42.4%, \( p < 0.05 \)). A significantly lower average minimum Sa\( \text{O}_2 \) was noted in OSA+DME+ (81.74%) than OSA+DME- eyes (88.23%, \( p < 0.05 \)). Logistic regression analysis of ophthalmological and sleep metrics showed no correlation between DR and OSA severity. CPAP adherence was 20% (6/30) in the OSA+DME+ cohort and 36% (5/14) in the OSA+DME- cohort. At 12m, CPAP-adherent OSA+DME+ showed significantly lower DR severity score (1.00 ± 0.0) than CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+ (1.36 ± 0.80, \( p = 0.042 \)). No significant patterns were noted for visual acuity and mean central retinal thickness.

Conclusion: DME is associated with the presence of OSA. Minimum Sa\( \text{O}_2 \) is a significant OSA clinical variable for DME. DR severity is not associated with OSA severity. CPAP coupled with intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy may be helpful for reducing DR severity in DME+ eyes. Presence of OSA may diminish intravitreal anti-VEGF efficacy on anatomical (mean CRT) and functional (VA) outcomes of DME.
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Introduction

Patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) often suffer from other comorbidities including obstructive sleep apnea (OSA),\(^1\) the prevalence of which may be up to 36%\(^2\).

OSA patients with moderate-to-severe OSA have a three-fold risk of developing microvascular diabetes-related complications including nephropathy, retinopathy, and neuropathy.\(^3\) DM patients with OSA are at a two-fold risk of developing diabetic retinopathy (DR) compared to those without.\(^4\) Underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of OSA also overlap with DR, such as oxidative stress, increased inflammation, and increased vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).\(^5\) Chronic damage to retinal microvasculature in DR may lead to development of diabetic macular edema (DME), a common cause of vision loss in patients with DM,\(^6\) with a 10-year cumulative incidence of 20–25%\(^7\). Given the overlap in pathophysiological mechanism, elucidating the clinical relationship between OSA and DME is an important next step in determining how patients with both conditions may be managed.
This study aims to further explore the association between DME and OSA diagnoses through a gold-standard polysomnography. Previous studies utilizing polysomnography were retrospective or cross-sectional studies. To our knowledge, we report the first prospective cohort study examining the relationship between DME and OSA polysomnography. Association between DR and OSA severity will also be explored by comparing functional and anatomic outcomes with a 12-month follow-up period.

Methods

Study Design
A prospective cohort study was conducted with patients diagnosed with type 1 DM (T1DM) or type 2 DM (T2DM), consecutively recruited from one ophthalmology outpatient clinic site located in Ontario, Canada, between March 2017 and November 2019. This study received Institutional Review Board approval prior to commencing (Institutional Review Board Services, Pro00018199) and adhered to the tenants of the Declaration of Helsinki. This study was registered with clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03597815). Informed written consent was obtained from all study participants prior to study commencement.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
T2DM patients aged 18 years or older with capacity to provide consent, with evidence of DR±DME, and willingness to comply with all treatment and follow-up procedures were included. Patients who had contraindications to intravitreal aflibercept (Eylea) injections including stroke within past 6 months, ocular or periocular infection, active intraocular inflammation, hypersensitivity to aflibercept; contraindications to continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) including severe bullous lung disease, pneumothorax, pathologically low blood pressure, dehydration, cerebrospinal fluid leak, recent cranial surgery, or trauma; presence of any other retinal or macular disease (eg, retinal detachment, age-related macular degeneration); impaired capacity; pregnant or breastfeeding; and patients on any drug or device clinical investigation within 30 days prior to entry into the study were excluded.

For patients with two DME+ eyes, one eye was included at random using a randomizer. For patients with one DME+ eye and one DME- eye, only the DME+ eye was included to avoid confounding. For patients with two DME- eyes and unequal VA, the eye with the worse VA was included to avoid confounding. If both DME- eyes had equal VA, both eyes were included.

Outcomes
Gold-standard polysomnography testing obtained sleep metrics including apnea-hypopnea index (AHI), minimum oxygen saturation (minimum SaO₂), mean SaO₂, and sleep efficiency for each enrolled patient eye. OSA was defined as an AHI ≥15 (ie, moderate or severe OSA). DR severity was graded according to the International Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy Disease Severity Scale. Ophthalmologic metrics included mean central retinal thickness (CRT), logMAR best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), and DR severity scale. Eyes were defined to be DME positive (DME+) or DME negative (DME-) based on spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (sdOCT). DME was defined by central subfield retinal thickness >275 μm with evidence of intraretinal or subretinal fluid on sdOCT.

Throughout the twelve-month study period, all DME+ eyes received standard of care treatment with intravitreal aflibercept injections with five loading doses at monthly intervals followed by a treat-and-extend protocol. In addition, OSA positive (OSA+) eyes received continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) treatment.

Statistical Analysis
Eyes were categorized into four groups based on measured parameters: OSA+DME+, OSA+DME-, OSA-DME+, or OSA-DME-. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and two-sided t-test assuming equal variances with type I error controlled as 0.05 were used to compare polysomnography metrics and ophthalmologic metrics between the four subgroups at baseline, 6m, and 12m. Logistic regression analysis was used to assess correlations between DR severity, CRT, and logMAR BCVA with AHI, minimum and mean O2 saturation. Multivariate analysis was used to examine the association between DME and OSA.
Results

Demographics
Seventy-two patients were enrolled, with 23 patients dropping out prior to the polysomnography. Seventy-four eyes of 49 patients were enrolled after exclusion criteria were applied. 55.4% (n = 41) eyes were DME positive (DME+). 58.1% (n = 43) eyes were OSA positive (OSA+). There was a significantly greater prevalence of OSA in DME+ eyes (71%, n = 29) compared to DME- eyes (42%, n = 14; \(p<0.05\)).

Overall, 44 (59%) were male and 30 (41%) were female. Mean age of patients was 64±8.4 years, ranging from 56 to 72. Mean body-mass index (BMI) was 28.9±6 kg/m\(^2\). The ethnicity consisted mostly of Caucasian (50%, n = 37 eyes) followed by Asian (46%, n = 34 eyes). 95% (n = 70) of the study eyes were from patients with T2DM (Table 1). The duration of DM since diagnosis was 16±8 years. Follow-up cohorts at 6m and 12m comprised 69 eyes (93%) and 68 eyes (92%), respectively.

Baseline Characteristics
Sleep metrics were obtained at baseline by polysomnography. Minimum SaO\(_2\) was significantly lower in DME+ (88±6%) compared to DME- eyes (82±11%, \(p<0.05\)) (Table 2). There was a trend towards higher mean AHI (32.43±11), higher number of apneas (6.37±11), and lower number of hypopneas (19.74±15) in DME+ eyes than in DME- eyes (27.39±27, \(p=0.22\); 3.15±3, \(p=0.15\); and 25.97±28, \(p=0.20\), respectively). Sleep efficiency and mean SaO\(_2\) trended lower in DME+ (68.21±20 and 94.13±2, respectively) than DME- eyes (75.3±19, \(p=0.07\); and 94.97±3, \(p=0.09\), respectively).

Baseline ophthalmologic measures were compared between subgroups in Table 2. OSA+DME+ had significantly higher logMAR VA than other subgroups (0.67±0.57 [20/94], \(p<0.001\)) (Table 3). OSA-DME+ subgroup (0.34±0.13 [20/44]) had significantly higher logMAR than both OSA+DME- (0.19±0.14 [20/31], \(p<0.001\)) and OSA-DME- (0.22±0.16 [20/53]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Baseline Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of eyes, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (Mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diabetes Comorbidities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM Length (Years; Mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (Mean ± SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTN, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol, n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-organ damage, n (%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; DM, diabetes mellitus; DME, diabetic macular edema; HTN, hypertension; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea; SD, standard deviation.
OSA+DME+ (433±156 µm) and OSA-DME+ (372±91 µm) groups were significantly greater than both OSA+DME- (262±27 µm) and OSA-DME- (289±109 µm) groups, although not significantly different from each other. DR severity score was not statistically significant between subgroups (p = 0.29) (Table 3).

In a multivariate analysis adjusting for BMI, hypertension, age, and sex, OSA and DME were not found to be associated (p = 0.82; 95% CI: –0.024–0.393).

Severity of DR and Severity of OSA
Using logistic regression analysis, no correlation between any of the severity of diabetic retinopathy parameters (DR severity score, CRT, and logMAR BCVA) and the severity of OSA (AHI, minimum and mean SaO\textsubscript{2}) parameters were found (Table 4). DR severity and CRT were also analysed with AHI and minimum SaO\textsubscript{2} at 6m and 12m using logistic regression analysis with no correlation between these parameters.

CPAP Therapy Efficacy
While all OSA+ patients were offered CPAP therapy, patient adherence to this therapy was 20% (6/30) in the OSA+DME+ cohort and 36% (5/14) in the OSA+DME- cohort. As such, to delineate CPAP therapy efficacy, the following cohorts were analyzed: “CPAP adherent OSA+DME+” (n = 6) receiving anti-VEGF with treated OSA; “CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+” (n = 24) receiving anti-VEGF with untreated OSA; and “OSA-DME+” (n = 11) receiving anti-VEGF without OSA-induced hypoxia. The presence of anti-VEGF is controlled for by separation of the analysis in DME+ and DME- patients. The total number of injections between OSA+DME+ and OSA-DME+ at 12m follow-up were identical (p = 0.63).

At baseline, the CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+ cohort had significantly higher logMAR VA and mean CRT than other cohorts (Figure 1). CPAP adherent OSA+DME+ DR severity score (1.00±0.0) was significantly lower than CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+ (1.36±0.80, p=0.042), and statistically equivalent to OSA-DME+ (1.18±0.4, p=0.166) at 12m.
For logMAR VA, CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+ (0.59±0.55) was significantly higher than OSA-DME+ (0.23±0.07, \( p = 0.005 \)), while CPAP adherent OSA+DME+ remained statistically similar to OSA-DME+ (0.33±0.16, \( p = 0.192 \)) at 12m. No significant trends were noted for changes in mean CRT at any time point, compared to baseline.

**Table 4** Regression Analysis of Ophthalmologic and Polysomnography Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression Variables</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Baseline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Mean Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Mean Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logMAR BCVA vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logMAR BCVA vs Mean Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logMAR BCVA vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 Month Follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 Month Follow-up</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR Severity Score vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Apnea Hypopnea Index</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT vs Minimum Oxygen Saturation</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BCVA, Best Corrected Visual Acuity; CRT, Central Retinal Thickness; DME, Diabetic Macular Edema; DR, Diabetic Retinopathy; logMAR, Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution; OSA, Obstructive Sleep Apnea.

**Figure 1** Ophthalmic measures at baseline and follow-up for patients with diabetic macular edema. The mean and standard error values for (A) LogMAR best corrected visual acuity, (B) central retinal thickness, and (C) International Clinical Disease Severity Scale for Diabetic Retinopathy depicted at baseline, six month, and twelve-month follow-up of patients with DME (DME+). ‘*’ indicates \( p < 0.05 \) as calculated with two-sided \( t \)-test with assuming equal variances.
For OSA-DME+, significant improvements in logMAR VA, mean CRT, and DR severity score were seen at 6m and 12m when compared to baseline (Figure 1). However, for CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+, significant improvements were only seen in mean CRT and DR severity score at 6m and 12m compared to baseline, while CPAP adherent OSA+DME+ only showed significant improvement with DR severity score at 6m and 12m.

CPAP therapy was analyzed in the same manner for DME- patients. The following cohorts were compared: CPAP adherent OSA+DME- (n = 5), CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME- (n = 9), and OSA-DME- (n = 19). No significant trends were noted in this analysis (Figure 2). LogMAR VA, mean CRT, and DR severity score remained equivalent across the three cohorts at all timepoints. There were also no significant improvements in logMAR VA, mean CRT, or DR severity score noted at 6m or 12m for any group.

Discussion
States of chronic hyperglycemia are known to predispose tissues to microvascular damage. Intermittent hypoxemia leads to vasoconstriction, increased advanced glycation end products, inflammation, and oxidative stress, resulting in further endothelial dysfunction, microvascular impairment, and VEGF production. In patients with DR, hypoxic impact of OSA is magnified due to increased nocturnal retinal oxygen requirements. Nighttime hypoxemia was found to lead to an increase in VEGF, and elevated serum VEGF has been detected in hypoxic OSA patients.

Polysonmography in this study reported a significantly higher prevalence of OSA+ patients (71%) in DME+ eyes, compared to DME- eyes. This agrees with previously reported values ranging from 31% to 76% when measured by home sleep study devices. Mason et al found a high prevalence of sleep disordered breathing when measured by a home sleep study device in patients with clinically significant DME. The same association was reported in patients with T1DM with OSA detected by polysonmography, indicating similar pathophysiologic mechanisms may still be at play. When examining the reverse association, DME was found to be similarly equal in OSA+ and OSA- eyes (p=0.20). Because DME is more likely to be found in eyes of OSA+ patients (p<0.05), and no difference in OSA status was found when looking only at DME+ eyes (p=0.20), this supports the previously proposed concept of OSA as an aggravator of DME.

We found minimum SaO2 to be the only significant clinical variable of DME in patients with OSA, in agreement with other studies finding minimum SaO2 to be associated with DR. This suggests minimum SaO2 to be a sensitive marker for hypoxia in DR and DME. Hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) pathways are activated under conditions of sustained hypoxia, leading to production of VEGF, while nuclear factor-xB (NF-xB) pathway is activated under conditions of intermittent hypoxia. Excess HIF-1α, NF-xB, and VEGF are proposed to play a role in DR development and end-organ damage. Because minimum SaO2 is an index of hypoxia severity, including both intermittent and sustained hypoxia, DR-related DME may be associated with HIF-1α and NF-xB pathways.

Sleep metrics including AHI, AHI ≥15, apneas, hypopneas, mean SaO2 and sleep efficiency were found to be similar between DME+ and DME- eyes. Similar findings have been reported. Du et al conducted a cross-sectional study and did not find AHI, severity of OSA, ODI, and minimum SaO2 to be significantly associated with risk of DR, despite adjusting for thirteen confounding factors. No significant associations between DME and presence of OSA, AHI, total

Figure 2 Ophthalmic measures at baseline and follow-up for patients without diabetic macular edema The mean and standard error values for (A) LogMAR best corrected visual acuity, (B) central retinal thickness, and (C) International Clinical Disease Severity Scale for Diabetic Retinopathy depicted as baseline, six months, and twelve-month follow-up of patients without DME (DME). “*” indicates p < 0.05 as calculated with two-sided t-test with assuming equal variances.
sleep duration, short sleep duration of <5 hours, and excessive daytime sleepiness have also been reported. Contrarily, a case-control study found mean AHI to be significantly higher in patients with DME compared to those without, indicating a greater prevalence of OSA in patients with DME in their study group.

At baseline, logMAR BCVA and mean CRT values were significantly different among the four subgroups. With an equivalent number of aflibercept injections over 12m, DME+ groups showed significantly higher CRT and logMAR values at 12m, regardless of OSA status. This is not surprising given that logMAR BCVA and CRT are anatomical and functional outcomes of DME. Mason et al did not find sleep disordered breathing to be correlated to macular thickness, indicating that correlation to CRT thickness may be more prominent in patients with clinically significant sleep apnea. Overall, aside from being a marker of DME, CRT may not be an ideal independent marker for OSA severity.

To analyse CPAP efficacy, DME+ eyes without OSA (OSA-DME+), DME+ eyes with treated OSA (CPAP adherent OSA+DME+), and DME+ eyes with untreated OSA (CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+) were compared. All patients in these three cohorts received anti-VEGF therapy in a treat-and-extend protocol. While OSA-DME+ patients showed significant improvement in logMAR VA and mean CRT at 6m and 12m, it appears that the presence of OSA may impact anti-VEGF efficacy on improving DME outcomes as both OSA+DME+ cohorts did not show significant improvement overtime. However, DR severity was significantly lower in CPAP adherent OSA+DME+ compared to CPAP non-adherent OSA+DME+ and statistically equivalent to OSA-DME+ DR severity. Interestingly, adherent CPAP therapy did not lower DR severity in OSA+DME+ eyes over 6m or 12m. These patients did not receive anti-VEGF as there was no clinical indication. Altogether, these findings show that while CPAP treatment may not improve functional and anatomical outcomes of DME (VA and CRT, respectively), it may potentially reduce DR severity in DME eyes when used in conjunction with intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy.

Presence of OSA may diminish clinical efficacy of intravitreal anti-VEGF treatment of DME. Although serum VEGF levels were found to be significantly higher in DR patients with OSA, there are likely a significantly greater number of other inflammatory cytokines involved beyond VEGF alone, leading to more advanced pathology in OSA+ patients. This may include pro-inflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin 8 (IL-8), intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), and interleukin 6 (IL-6), which have been reported to be elevated in conditions such as OSA and DME.

Mason et al have demonstrated improved VA after six-months of highly compliant CPAP usage. Contrarily, the Retinopathy and Concurrent Obstructive Sleep Apnea (ROSA) randomized control trial concluded that CPAP did not improve VA in patients with DR and DME. However, Smith et al point out that CPAP compliance is not as high in the ROSA trial compared to the study by Mason et al, and further demonstrates the efficacy of compliant CPAP usage in lowering the risk of DR and DME. Compliant CPAP usage in this study was defined to be at least 4 hours on 70% of nights.

It has been demonstrated that prolonged anti-VEGF therapy in DME patients may present a theoretical risk for cardiovascular accident and mortality. Future studies investigating whether OSA may be a variable associated with cardiovascular events in DME patients treated with anti-VEGF may also be of interest.

When examining eyes with existing DR, we found patients with OSA have significantly higher DR severity scores. However, logistic regression analysis of specific OSA scores (AHI, minimum and mean SaO₂) to DR severity score did not show any correlation. Contrary to our findings, Altaf et al reported a dose-dependent relationship between OSA severity and progression to advanced DR.

The findings in this study are subject to limitations, such as enforcing CPAP adherence and treatment. Coupled with the drop-out of patients prior to completing a sleep study, the study sample size was significantly reduced. Given the low rate of CPAP utilization definitive conclusions may not be drawn from CPAP analysis. Furthermore, although our multivariate analysis showed no association between OSA and DME when adjusting for BMI, hypertension, age, and sex, this is likely largely due to the small sample size. It may instead show that variables of BMI and age are also significant determinants of OSA in our cohort. These variables are not independent of each other as older patients tended to have a longer length of DM presence, which is also associated with a greater chance of DME. Moreover, a higher BMI is a risk factor for DME.

To date, only a few studies have investigated the association between DME and OSA using gold-standard polysomnography. To our knowledge, we are the first to perform a prospective cohort study examining the
relationship between DME and OSA polysomnography. In future studies, it may be of interest to further investigate the relationship between OSA and DME OCT angiography.33–35

Conclusion
In conclusion, our findings reaffirm that DME is associated with OSA, and minimum SaO₂ is a significant OSA clinical variable in DME. Despite this, no correlation was found between measures of DR severity and measures of OSA severity. Whilst the presence of OSA may mitigate anti-VEGF therapy efficacy, larger controlled trials with sound CPAP adherence are needed to further elucidate the impact of OSA on DME.
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